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Gemara: (continues mishna discussion about how much must one carry out on shabbos in order to chayev for hoTza’ah.  It 
must be a quantity/unit of importance) 

● Animal Hide:  shiur is enough to make an amulet. Rav Nachman states that there is no distinction between tanned 
leather and untanned leather.  (Just like wool, each stage of it’s process has the same measurement for liability).  

○ Rava challenges the lack of distinction between tanned and untanned leather; (the gemora answers each 
challenge): 

■ there is a distinction between dyes that are soaked and dyes that are not soaked.  
■ there is a distinction between seeds that are not planted and seeds that are nor planted. 
■ there is a distinction between clay before it was kneaded and after it was kneaded. 

○ 3 types of animal hide:  
■ matza (untreated, shiur=wrap small weights in it [which is a larger size than an amulet].);  
■ chippa (salted, shiur=write amulet );  
■ diftera (salted and treated with flour. shiur=enough to write a ‘get’  [which is a smaller shiur than an 

amulet]) 
● gm explains:  moist hide has larger shiur; but once it is dried then it can be processed/tanned 

then the shiur is enough to make an amulet. 
○ Mishna in keylim: Shiur tumah for hide is 5x5 tefachim; Braisa says that is the same shiur for hotza’ah. (Larger 

shiur than anything stated till now). 
■ the 5x5 tefach shiur is for boiled hide (kortovla) and is an exception because it can only be used for 

furniture. 
 

● klaf (parchment):  enough to write a small parsha of tefillin:  (Note: three qualities of parchment;  lowest is duchsustus, 
then comes klaf and the best quality is called gvil). 

○ A different baraisa says that the shiur of taking out duchsustus or klaf is enough to write a mezuzah Which is 
larger than a small parsha of tefillin. 

■ technically speaking, mezuzah means “scroll” and in this case it refers to the scroll of tefillin. 
■ the braisa should be understood as:  duchsusta shiur is writing a mezuzah; klaf shiur is a small parsha 

of tefillin (Shema Yisrael). 
○ Gemora discusses the types of parchments:  

■ Rav says that duchsustus is like klaf. 
● which means that tefillin written on duchsustus, instead of on klaf, is still kosher. 

○ Halacha Moshe miSinai: (Best way to do the mitzva). 
■ Mezzuzah is written on duchsustus on the side that faced the hair; (pasul if 

written on wrong side) 
■ Teffilin is written on klaf on the side that faces the flesh; (pasul if written 

on wrong side) 
■ Alternatively, Rav said: klaf is like duchsustus.  

● Just like you can write a mezuzah on duchsustus, you may also write a mezuzah on klaf. 
● R’ Mier would write mezzuzas on klaf because they would last longer. 

 
Common practice: 

● Sefer tora is written on gvil. 
● Tefillin is written on klaf 
● Mezuzah  is written on duchsustus 

 

 


